HAIR LAYED FLAT
WITH GEL

Flatten hair using Non
HAIR LAYED FLAT
Alcohol Hair Fix Gel.
WITH GEL
This gel was specifically
formulated for use on
alcohol sol bald caps.
Dampen hair and spatulate or comb Hair gel into
hair. Smooth and flatten
with hands or comb until

Once the front
and back of
the ear are
glued begin
dissolving the
edges as described before.

Slowly stretch the cap over the subjects head. Do not
stretch a cold cap too fast.
Center the cap on the head by grasping the corners of
the nape and gently twisting the cap into position.

Mark on the cap where the ear meets the head. Do this
on both sides. It is also sometimes useful to mark the
center fore head of the cap where you want to blend.

Cut ear 1+2

Carefully cut from the
bottom of the cap to the
mark. When you reach
that mark round out the
back of the ear. Be careful not to make stray
cuts as you trim for the
ear as stray cuts can tear.
Pull the ear through
and trim the excess off
the front. Trimming
off the excess is not
essential but comfortable for the subject.
Now you are ready to begin gluing the cap. With Water-Melon
caps alcohol is used to attached the cap to the head rather than
glue. Begin with the nape. Using a camel hair brush or cotton
ball apply 99% Isopropyl alcohol to the base of the nape where
you want to attach the bald cap. This position will be different
for everyone you do, depending on the hair length. Do not apply
too much so as to run down the neck or completely dissolve the
cap. If the alcohol does over dissolve the cap just dip your brush
in water and apply this to the spot to stop the melting.

Once the edges
are dissolved
begin stippling
a coat of Liquid WaterMelon, first
over the edges
and then the
entire head .

Once the cap is applied and sealed the second
phase of the process is beginning; The paint
scheme. Depending on the specific requirements
of the job would dictate the material and colors
used. I recommend either AGPC or tinted Water-Melon to base out the foundation color.
Some prefer an underbase of red to counter the
blue hue of the cap and then apply the foundation. Once the foundation is applied contouring
is added and for a natural coloration red is
lightly stippled over the entire head to bring it to life. For monsters…..well, the
only limits are your imagination.

Begin at
one sideburn and
dissolve the
edge of the
cap into the
skin. Continue with
this until
you reach
the other
sideburn.

Once the
edge is
dissolved
you are
ready to
move onto
the ear.

Insert the
brush under the cap
in front of
the ear and
press to
bond.

Insert the
brush under the
cap behind
the ear
and press
to bond.

Ask your subject to tilt their head back slightly. Just
enough to tighten the cap once the cap is applied.
Lay the plastic flat
over the alcohol and
press for a count of
20 or more, to allow
the cap to bond with
the skin. Once
bonded your subject
should still keep their head tilted back. Until the edge
is reinforced with liquid Water-Melon.
Next blend the edge of the cap with 99% Isopropyl
Alcohol. Start a t one side and place your brush
charged with
alcohol (not dripping) on the edge
where the cap is
attached to the
subject. Allow
the cap plastic to
dissolve the plastic and as it dissolves gently pull the
excess away as you draw your brush along the edge.
Stipple a coat of thinned (15% w/ water) WaterMelon to the edge of the cap extending 1/4 - 1/2 in
beyond the edge of the cap. This will help blend the
cap and provide reinforcement, preventing the cap
from coming
loose during the
production.

Once dry your subject can lower their
head to the neutral position.
Next move up the nape along the sides of the neck, Apply a strip of alcohol up the
neck from the corner of the cap’s nape to the back of the ear, Pull the cap snug but
don’t stretch it. Press the cap into the alcohol and hold until bonded.

Once the cap is attached trim off any excess cap (not
essential) and begin dissolving the edge of the cap as
before dipping the
brush into alcohol
and drawing it
along the edge
while pulling off
the excess as before

Apply a stipple of Liquid
WaterMelon to the
blended
edge of the
cap

Once the nape is adhered move on to the front.
Roll back the flap over the forehead and apply
alcohol to the forehead

Once the neck is blended reinforce the edge with a
stipple coat of thinned liquid Water-Melon as before

Next fold back the right flap and apply alcohol to the right side neck from the nape to the
back of the ear.
Pull the plastic snug and press it into the alcohol until it bonds with the skin.

Roll the cap back down over the alcohol being
carefull not to roll the plastic. Grasp it at either
side and lay the flap into the alcohol.
Gently lift the corner of the forehead and slide a
brush with alcohol under the cap and apply alcohol
from the forehead to the bottom of the sideburn.
Pull the cap snug and place it onto the alcohol.

Press the cap into the alcohol and hold until
bonded.
Trim the excess and dissolve the edge of the cap with the 99% Isopropyl Alcohol.
Repeat this process for the left side.
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THE ORIGINAL
WATER-MELON™
WATER BASED CAP
MATERIAL.
FDA APPROVED.

PREMADE
WATER-MELON™ ALCOHOL SOLUBLE
BALD CAPS. NO ADHESIVE REQUIRED.

NON ALCOHOL HAIR FIX GEL

FORMULATED SPECIFICALLY NOT
TO CONFLICT WITH ANY ALCOHOL
SOLUBLE BALD CAP. OTHER GELS
AND MOUSES MAY CONTAIN FORMS
OF ALCOHOL AND ARE TO BE
AVOIDED.

BALD CAP
APPLICATION GUIDE

